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Why Isn’t Government Policy More Preventive? 

Chapter 3. Environmental and systemic effects on policy  
Policy actors may combine cognition and emotion to simplify policy, or turn a complex 

problem into a small number of aims and choices. However, they do so in an environment that 

remains complex and affects the impact of any policy. Policymakers try to deliver policy in 

environments containing: many policymakers and influencers at many levels and types of 

government, operating in many organisations and networks with their own rules and language, 

and responding in different ways to relevant socioeconomic conditions and events. Or, 

policymaking takes place in a complex system that can amplify or dampen policymaker energy, 

and policy outcomes can ‘emerge’ at local levels, often despite central government attempts to 

control them. Consequently, it is relatively straightforward to identify central government 

policies as statements of intent and policy instruments, but difficult to predict or track their 

effects. Instead, we should combine Chapter 2’s focus on bounded rationality with a collection 

of theories and concepts – such as multi-level, complex, and polycentric governance - to 

understand policymaking as ‘multi-centric’ (Cairney et al, 2019). 

Policy theories provide different ways to pull together these concepts, understand the 

relationship between them, and identify policy dynamics when they interact (Cairney, 2019a). 

However, they tend to provide the same basic message about multi-centric policymaking under 

conditions of bounded rationality: governments often choose not to centralise policymaking 

but they would not succeed if they tried.  Further, major policy change is unusual. Most policy 

theories identify long periods of policymaking stability and policy continuity, often despite 

elections producing new governments with new ideas (Table 3.1). We identify the concepts 

that most modern policy theories use to describe such environments (Heikkila and Cairney, 

2018) to provide initial structure in which to ask the right questions and explain empirical 

developments (see Table 3.2) 

Complexity theory draws on many of these insights to conceptualise the impact of 

policymaking systems on the outcomes of policy choices. A focus on complex systems 

challenges the idea that policymakers in central government control the fate of policy 

outcomes. It contrasts with the broad ideal-type model of policymaking through ‘stages’ that 

we described in chapter 2: a policy choice made after the ‘agenda setting stage’ does not set in 

train a series of subsequent stages to produce inevitable implementation. It also contrasts with 

a more specific ideal-type used to understand policymaking in Westminster systems: the 

‘Westminster model’ of central government control of policy (introduced in Chapter 1) does 

not describe real-world policymaking in complex systems. Instead, policymakers operate under 

conditions of high uncertainty about their environment, the effect of their actions, and extent 

to which they can influence outcomes. In some cases, governments choose to share 

policymaking responsibility with many other actors, but levels of central control are not in their 

gift (Cairney et al, 2019).  
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In that context, we use the language of complexity and multi-centric policymaking to explore 

the extent to which the adoption of a new idea or policy solution, prevention policy and 

preventive policymaking, produces changes in the rules that national and local policymakers 

follow within political systems. Policy actors adopt rules and practices to turn their perception 

of a complex world into simple strategies. As a result, the promotion of prevention policy and 

policymaking, as a new strategy, could contribute to new ‘standard operating procedures’. Or, 

this new approach could be ignored or ‘crowded out’ by the more routine business of 

government. 

We then show how complexity theory contrasts with the ‘Westminster model’, to demonstrate 

the difference between ideal-type and real world policymaking, and to highlight the practical 

implications for prevention. In key ways, the advice from complexity scholars on how to make 

policy is well suited to the governance principles associated with prevention (chapter 1), in 

which central governments make a rhetorical commitment to delegating decisions to actors at 

local levels. However, it is not consistent with the electoral imperative to project a sense of 

governing competence through central control. 

Key concepts in policy studies: how do they relate to prevention? 

Policy concepts help us generate an in-depth understanding of decisions, events and outcomes 

by examining a wide range of actors and processes in each case study. They give us a common 

analytical language to use, to ensure that each case study can be compared meaningfully with 

the others. These concepts allow us to describe the dynamics of policymaking environments 

containing many policymakers and influencers, their ways of thinking, the rules they follow, 

the networks in which they participate, the socioeconomic context in which they operate, and 

their use of knowledge to underpin decisions. Table 3.1 shows the many ways in which policy 

theories or approaches combine a focus on bounded rationality and policymaking environments 

to tell a story of multi-centric policymaking.  

Table 3.1 Theoretical insights on key aspects of policy environments 

Concept or theory Guiding insight 

Punctuated 

equilibrium 

Policymakers at the ‘macro’ level can only pay attention to a tiny 

proportion of all possible issues, and attention can lurch from issue 

to issue. This dynamic produces the appearance of policy stability, 

but potential for instability, in most cases. The process produces 

‘hyperincremental’ change in most fields, and profound policy 

change in a small number (Baumgartner and Jones, 2009). 

Policy communities Policy is produced in ‘policy communities’ in which there is a logic 

of consultation: policy influencers trade information and advice for 

access (Richardson and Jordan, 1979, Jordan and Maloney, 1997; 

Jordan and Cairney, 2013).  

Advocacy coalition 

framework 

People engage in politics to translate their beliefs into policy. They 

form coalitions with people who share their beliefs, romanticise their 

own cause, and often demonise their opponents. They ‘learn’ through 

the lens of their beliefs. Policy change is usually minor because one 

coalition can dominate for long periods, but ‘shocks’ can prompt 



them to fragment or be replaced by other coalitions more able to 

exploit crises and events (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1993). 

Policy succession 

and ‘inheritance 

before choice’ 

Most ‘new’ policies are revisions of old policy (Hogwood and Peters, 

1983). New governments begin by accepting the commitments of 

their predecessors (Rose, 1990). 

Historical 

institutionalism and 

‘path dependence’ 

Events and choices in the past contributed to the formation of 

‘institutions’ - the formal and informal rules of organisations – 

operating in the present (Pierson, 2000). 

Multi-level 

governance (MLG) 

and ‘polycentricity’ 

There is no single source of authority in political systems (Bache and 

Flinders, 2004; Rhodes, 1997). There are multiple ‘centres’. Central 

governments produce one part of ‘public policy’. They cooperate 

with other actors to produce the rules to which all policymaking 

organisations might agree (Ostrom, 1999; Aligica and Tarko, 2012). 

Street level 

bureaucracy 

Policy is made from the ‘top’ but delivered at the ‘bottom’ by actors 

subject to too many rules to follow them all. They use their 

discretion, judgement, and training to fulfil a proportion of central 

government aims (Lipsy, 1980). 

 

However, each variant suggests that highly centralised government is unlikely because 

boundedly rational policymakers must ignore most evidence and most decisions taken in their 

name, and do not fully understand the policymaking environment in which they operate (Jones 

and Thomas, 2017). Their limited attention contributes to policymaking stability and policy 

continuity, because few actors are in the position to challenge policymaking rules or do more 

than inherit the choices of their predecessors. They delegate most policymaking to other actors, 

often within policy communities or subsystems containing coalitions of competing actors. They 

share policymaking responsibility with other venues, or rely on ‘street level’ bureaucrats and 

organisations to deliver their aims.  

Similarly, although each aspect of a policymaking environment is conceptualised in numerous 

ways in the policy studies literature (Cairney, 2019a; Cairney and Heikkila, 2014), the 

following questions - summarised in Table 3.2 to provide initial structure for analysis - are 

central to most studies.  

Table 3.2 Key drivers of policy environments 

Key concept Key question for prevention policy and policymaking 

Policy actors Which actors are involved in prevention policy, and at what level or 

type of government do they operate? 

Institutions What ‘rules of the game’ or ‘standard operating procedures’ have 

developed within each relevant policymaking organisation?  

Networks What relationships have formed between policymakers and 

influencers, and which groups are most involved in prevention policy? 

Ideas How does knowledge, evidence, and learning shape the ways in which 

policymakers understand and seek to address prevention?  

Structural factors How do socioeconomic context and mass attitudes and behaviour 

influence policy?  

Events Which events have prompted or undermined policy development?  

 



Which actors are involved in prevention policy, and at what level of government do they 

operate?  

Actor is a very broad term to describe policymakers and influencers, who can include 

individuals or collectives, and collectives can range from private companies to interest groups 

to governments bodies (Weible, 2014). A reference to policymakers can include the elected 

and unelected actors with the discretion to make authoritative decisions to allocate rewards or 

benefits to the public. These actors are spread across political systems:  

 ‘vertically’, in the international arena, European Union, UK, devolved/ regional, and 

local governments;  

 ‘horizontally’, in government departments and public bodies at the same level of 

government; and, 

 in private, third sector and quasi-non-governmental organisations (quangos) 

responsible for policy delivery.  

Policy studies tend to identify a broad shift from centralized and exclusive policymaking to 

more fragmented and open systems with a larger number of participants (Sabatier, 2007a: 3–

4; Jordan, 1981: 96-100; Rhodes, 1997; Bache and Flinders, 2004; Heclo, 1978: 94–7). Many 

actors interact to implement and make sense of a policy introduced by one government, or 

governing bodies at several levels produce different policy instruments. The sum total of their 

actions is what we call ‘policy’ for the sake of simplicity (Colebatch, 1998: x; 2006: 1).  

Prevention involves many policy areas, and it is particularly difficult to identify the most 

authoritative actors or most important level of government. Broadly speaking, the EU may play 

an important role in the wellbeing agenda, and direct funds to address low economic activity 

in some regions, but often be peripheral to specific debates in education and health. It is not a 

big player (at least directly) in the case studies we explore. In most cases, the UK and Scottish 

governments have separate responsibilities, since areas such as health, education and justice 

are devolved. The UK Government still controls most aspects of fiscal and social security 

policy, although some areas were devolved in the Scotland Act 2016. Both governments have 

delegated important aspects of prevention to subnational bodies, and encouraged them to form 

partnerships with policy delivery organisations in the public, private, and third sectors. Often, 

in such cases, we can take an empirical short cut to identify the most important venues for 

policymaking by examining how interest groups, seeking to influence policy outcomes, divide 

their time (Keating et al, 2009). Yet, even the most experienced and well-resourced groups 

face great uncertainty and struggle to negotiate a complex web of relationships between 

policymakers. 

How do the rules of policymaking organisations influence prevention policy?  

‘Institutions’ are the rules, norms, practices or relationships that influence individual and 

collective behaviour.  Rules can be formal and widely understood, such as when enshrined in 

law or a constitution, or informal and only understood in particular organisations. Institutions 

at one level (e.g. constitutional) can shape activity at another (e.g. legislation or regulation), 

establish the types of venue where policy decisions are made, and underpin the rules that allow 

particular types of actors or ideas to enter the policy process (Ostrom, 2007: 23; Ostrom et al, 



2014; Pierson, 2000; Hall, 1993; Lowndes, 2010: 73). However, formal rules do not determine 

the ‘standard operating procedures’ of governments. Instead, many different, and often 

conflicting, formal and informal rules can develop within discrete government units or public 

bodies.  

The proliferation of institutions is partly through choice, in which constitutions or governments 

encourage forms of ‘polycentricity’, containing ‘many decision centers’ with their own 

authority (Aligica and Tarko, 2012: 237; 254; Heikkila et al, 2011: 123). However, it is also 

a logical consequence of bounded rationality: government ministers can only control directly 

a small proportion of the rules for which they are notionally responsible; and actors within 

government units rely on their own short cuts and their unit’s informal rules to help them turn 

their understanding of a convoluted statute book into action (Cabinet Office and Office of the 

Parliamentary Counsel, 2013).  

This process of using discretion, judgment, training, and socialisation to turn a complicated set 

of government demands into something concrete, is a key feature of policy delivery. 

Consequently, governmental responses to prevention aims will vary according to which 

department or unit takes the lead, the amount of discretion it has, how it understands the policy 

problem and draws on evidence to help solve it, and the extent to which it is able to cooperate 

with many or ‘centres’ to produce effective ‘institutional collective action’ (Cairney et al, 2012: 

43; Boswell, 2009: 16; Feiock, 2013; Swann and Kim, 2018).  

What is the balance of power between ‘pressure participants’ such as interest groups? 

Most policy theories identify the pervasiveness of policy ‘networks’, ‘communities’ or 

‘subsystems’ (see Cairney, 2012a: 178 on their classification). ‘Community’ describes the 

often-close relationships between policymakers, in a formal position of responsibility to make 

authoritative decisions, and the actors who influence their decisions. While business, 

professional, or single issue groups are key actors, the broader term ‘pressure participants’ 

reminds us that the organisations most likely to ‘lobby’ governments are other levels or types 

of government such as public bodies, and the organisations which help deliver public services 

(Jordan et al, 2004). Further, the logic behind the formation and endurance of policy 

communities helps explain the balance of power between participants:  

 The huge size of government, and number of actors seeking to influence it, necessitates 

breaking policymaking down into more manageable issues involving a smaller number 

of interested and knowledgeable participants.  

 Elected policymakers pay attention to a tiny proportion of the issues for which they are 

responsible, and ignore the rest. They delegate policymaking responsibility to other 

actors such as bureaucrats, often at low levels of government. 

 At this level of government and specialisation, bureaucrats rely on specialist 

organisations for information and advice. 

 Those organisations trade that information/advice (and other resources) for access to, 

and influence within, the government. 



Therefore, most public policy is conducted primarily through small and specialist policy 

communities that process issues at a level of government not particularly visible to the public, 

and with minimal senior policymaker involvement (Jordan and Cairney 2013: 237; Marsh and 

Rhodes, 1992). Their relationships are based on the need to specialise: ‘issues that are highly 

complex … require long-term commitment and specialization and partitioning of 

responsibilities’ (Weible et al, 2012: 6). Further, some networks may be more exclusive than 

others because bureaucracies and other public bodies have operating procedures that, at times, 

favour particular sources of evidence and some participants over others (Cairney, 2012a: 178).  

Prevention policy raises three distinctive aspects to the study of networks. First, we know that 

relationships can endure, and some groups can monopolise the attention of policymakers, 

sometimes for decades. Baumgartner and Jones (1993; 2009) identified such monopolies in 

food production, tobacco, environmental, and energy policies. They identify a surge of public, 

media and/ or policymaker attention to a problem (such as energy security), a key decision sold 

as a solution to the problem (nuclear power), and the sense that only certain groups can claim 

a legitimate role in long term implementation (the power companies, scientists and regulators). 

Yet, in prevention there is not the same sense that a specific solution exists and that it privileges 

one group of actors.  

Second, policy communities often develop within one government department, but cross-

cutting issues such as prevention may produce several communities operating independently 

of each other in separate departments. It is relatively difficult to identify primary responsibility 

for policy in one department, and one discrete clientele for civil servants, perhaps unless a 

dedicated ‘prevention unit’ is established and backed by significant resources (for example, see 

Boswell et al, 2019 on public health agencies). 

Third, the assumption in much of the classic ‘policy communities’ literature is that central 

government civil servants are at the heart of the process. Yet, prevention policy comes with a 

commitment to localism and the spread of policymaking responsibility. Just as policy 

communities may be spread across government departments, so too may important 

relationships develop in, for example, local or health authorities, or the (statutory and informal) 

partnerships between public bodies, delivery organisations and the groups seeking to influence 

policy delivery (Cairney, 2013SA).  

What is the role of ideas in shaping the way that policymakers understand prevention?  

The term ‘ideas’ is often vague, referring broadly to beliefs or ways of thinking, and the extent 

to which they are shared within groups, organisations, networks and political systems. The 

literature on ideas can refer to at least three processes: the proposal of a policy solution; or the 

use of information and persuasion to challenge or exploit people’s beliefs; and, the ingrained 

beliefs that actors almost take for granted (Cairney and Heikkila, 2014: 365; Hall, 1993; 

Cairney and Weible, 2015). In other words, well-established beliefs provide the context for a 

consideration of new policy solutions. New evidence, on the effectiveness of a solution, may 

only be considered if accompanied by successful persuasion, or framed in ways that appeal to 

well-established beliefs within political systems or networks (Cairney, 2016a). 



This context is crucial, as a way to understand the aspirational, term ‘evidence based policy 

making’ (EBPM). Generally speaking, policy theories and a specialist EBPM literature helps 

explain the unclear links between evidence and policy (Cairney, 2016a; Monaghan, 2011: 6; 

Oliver et al, 2014a; 2014b; Lomas and Brown, 2009: 906).  Policymakers, surrounded by too 

much evidence, use ideology, emotions and other informational shortcuts to make decisions. 

Further, political pressures may exacerbate their tendency to use information selectively to 

justify their decisions (McConnell, 2010; Sanderson, 2002: 9-10; 13; Geyer, 2012; Monaghan, 

2011: 30-1; Boswell, 2009: 7-8; 25; 43-5). Similarly, while ‘policy learning’ may be crucial to 

developing effective policies, Dunlop and Radaelli (2013; 2018) that it is a highly political 

process which can take several forms, including epistemic (in which experts provide evidence 

to policymakers), reflection (in which many actors deliberate to share knowledge and 

perspectives), bargaining (in which actors learn how to win political contests), and hierarchy 

(in which central governments learn to what they extent they can impose their will).    

In prevention, SCPD (chapter 2) helps explain why some ideas – and therefore some forms of 

evidence - may be more popular than others, such as when elected policymakers articulate 

ingrained beliefs about their target populations and seek evidence to support their position. 

However, beyond some high profile cases in which elected policymakers take an unusually 

high interest – such as the ‘troubled families’ programme in Chapter 9 - prevention tends to 

receive low attention. If so, there may be more potential for epistemic forms of learning, in 

which evidence from policy interventions informs new policy design (Chapter 4). Or, reflection 

may be possible, since prevention is linked strongly to governance principles including 

‘localism’ and the inclusion of service users in policy design. If so, when practitioners seek or 

present evidence on the success of existing prevention projects, it is difficult to identify the key 

‘causal mechanism’: does it come from the intervention itself, or the way in which it was 

delivered (see Cairney, 2017; Cairney and Oliver, 2017)? Similarly, it is difficult in practice 

for actors to separate the empirical evidence on ‘what works’ from a principled discussion on 

whether or not they are doing the right thing. 

How do socio-economic contexts and events inform policy development?  

‘Context’ describes the extent to which the factors relevant to policymakers’ choices are in 

their control, or how such factors influence their decisions. It can refer to the often-changing 

conditions that policymakers take into account when identifying problems and deciding how 

to address them, such as a political system’s geography, demographic profile, economy, and 

social attitudes and behaviour (Cairney and Heikkila, 2014: 365).  It can also refer to a sense 

of policymakers’ ‘inheritance’ - of laws, rules, institutions, programs, and commitments – 

when they enter office (Rose, 1990). Events can be routine and anticipated, such as elections, 

or unanticipated incidents, including social or natural crises or major technological change 

(Weible, 2014). For example, the role of ‘focusing events’ (Birkland, 1997) or social or 

economic ‘crises’ can prompt lurches of attention from one issue to another. 

Policy context can represent a source of pressure on policymakers, particularly when events, 

and media and public attention to them, seem to force policymakers to respond and, in many 

cases, think and act in new ways.  For example, the economic environment is an important 

influence on the ability of governments to finance public policies, and changes to the economic 



performance of a country often dominate the attention of governments. Crises, such as in the 

1970s and from the late 2000s, often prompt policymakers to reconsider their approach to 

economic policy.  Further, demographic shifts have a large bearing on policy decisions. An 

ageing population makes it expensive to maintain pensions, welfare and social care policies, 

and baby booms influence demand for schools and health services.  Events, combined with 

media and public reactions, often prompt policymakers to make quick decisions on issues.  Yet, 

these factors do not determine behaviour. Policymakers can only pay attention to a limited 

number of issues, and often show a remarkable ability to ignore or dispute the nature of crises. 

In our study, it is tempting to say that the context is all important: policymakers in the UK and 

Scotland have responded to ‘austerity’ with a new commitment to reduce the costs of public 

services with prevention policy. However, the idea of prevention is not new, and governments 

have not always taken it up during previous economic crises. It may therefore be more useful 

to describe context and events as factors that contribute to new windows of opportunity for 

policy change (chapter 2). Further, specific prevention policies may be instigated by an unusual 

combination of predictable and unpredictable events. While calls for preventive health policy 

are regular, and driven by frequent reference to health inequalities and healthcare crises 

(Chapter 7), the Conservative-Liberal Democrat UK government promoted its Troubled 

Families programme as a response to the London riots (chapter 9).  

Complexity theory and preventive policymaking 

Many theories, under the general banner of multi-centric policymaking, explain how 

policymakers deal with bounded rationality within policymaking environments over which 

they have limited knowledge and control (Cairney et al, 2019). For example, complexity theory 

suggests that policymaking can be described as a complex system in the same way that we 

describe complex systems in nature and society (Mitleton-Kelly, 2003: 26; Sanderson, 2006: 

117). The main focus is on a system that is greater than the sum of its parts. In policymaking, 

these ‘parts’ are actors, such as individuals or organisations, who are interdependent: they 

interact with each other, share information and combine to produce systemic behaviour. The 

outcomes of such systemic behaviour cannot simply be attributed to specific individuals or 

their choices. We need to shift our analysis to the policymaking system as a whole, as a network 

of elements that interact and combine to produce systemic behaviour. This approach is best 

illustrated by the metaphor of a microscope or telescope, which we may use to zoom in to 

analyse individuals or zoom out to see the system as a whole. When we zoom out, complex 

systems exhibit the following properties: 

1. Negative and positive feedback. Systems dampen some inputs of energy and amplify 

others. Thus, small actions can have large effects and large actions can have small 

effects.  

2. ‘Strange attractors’ or extended regularities of behaviour may be interrupted by short 

bursts of change (punctuated equilibrium). 

3. Sensitivity to initial conditions produces long-term momentum or ‘path dependence’.  



4. ‘Emergence’, or behaviour results from the interaction between elements at a local level 

rather than central direction.   

Academic description of these properties can vary markedly and they require some additional 

translation in policy studies (Cairney and Geyer, 2018; Cairney, 2012b; Geyer and Cairney, 

2015). For example, positive and negative feedback can be linked to studies of 

‘disproportionate information processing’ (Jones et al, 2009; Jones and Baumgartner, 2005). 

The cognitive ability of policymakers, and their ability to gather information, is limited. They 

can only pay attention to a small fraction of the issues for which they are responsible. They 

have to ignore most and promote a few to the top of their agenda (and ideology often precludes 

attention to some issues anyway) (Baumgartner and Jones, 1993; 2009; Baumgartner et al, 

2014). Policymaking organizations are able to gather more information routinely, but they 

must still deal with their limits by establishing rules to gather information, which skew 

information searches and rule out certain ways of thinking for long periods (Baumgartner et 

al, 2018: 69). Consequently, they can receive the same amount of information over time, 

ignoring it for long periods (negative feedback) before paying disproportionate attention 

(positive feedback).  In other words, the controlling capacity of the centre is limited to the small 

number of issues to which policymakers pay particular attention or energetically seek to solve. 

Positive and negative feedback extends to other parts of the policymaking system. For example, 

the instructions of central governments may be dampened or amplified by actors responsible 

for policy delivery. Much depends on the patterns of attention paid by policymakers at the 

‘centre’. In theory, they could pay attention to, and influence, any part of the system. However, 

to do so they have to ignore most other parts. Consequently, all rules that develop in institutions 

or policy networks could be challenged at any time, but most tend not to be. In this sense, 

‘strange attractors’ could describe the tendency for regular patterns of policymaking behaviour 

to persist in most cases despite the ever-present potential for policy instability (see also 

Bovaird, 2008: 320; Geyer and Rihani, 2010: 39; Givel, 2015: 71-4; Tenbensel, 2015: 372). 

In policy theory, ‘path dependence’ describes the tendency for events and decisions made in 

the past to contribute to the formation of institutions that influence current practices. When a 

commitment to a policy is established it produces ‘increasing returns’ over time: as people 

adapt to, and build institutions around, the initial decision, it becomes increasingly costly to 

choose a different path (Pierson, 2000; Room, 2011, 7-18; 2016). Initial choices are reinforced 

when the rules governing systemic behaviour become established and difficult to change 

(Pierson, 2000: 253; Room, 2011: 16). As a result the bulk of policy is repetitive: most policy 

decisions are based on legislation that already exists, most public expenditure is devoted to 

activities that continue by routine, and policy implementation continues long after 

policymakers have lost interest (Rose, 1990; Hogwood and Peters, 1983; Lindblom, 1959; 

1979).  

The idea of ‘emergence’ requires the most translation in policy studies. The study of complex 

systems in nature suggests that they often lack a central brain: elements such as cells interact 

to produce an outcome that emerges from local ‘rules’ that develop in often unpredictable ways. 

In politics, there is a ‘centre’: central government. Consequently, in policy studies, we shift our 



focus to the idea of emergence and unpredictability despite attempts by central governments to 

control the system. Emergence refers to behaviour which results from local interaction, with an 

emphasis on the extent to which local behaviour takes place despite central government policies 

or rules.  

This concept resonates with the well-established literature on policy implementation and 

governance. Lipsky’s classic study of ‘street level bureaucrats’ (1980) describes the limited 

extent to which actors can meet central demands, and the extent to which they draw on their 

own judgement and professional training when interacting with service users. Local actors face 

so many targets, rules and laws that no public agency or official can be expected to fulfil them 

all.  In fact, many may be too vague or even contradictory, requiring bureaucrats to choose 

some over others.  Or, central governments may introduce performance measures which limit 

the discretion of delivery organizations but relate to a small part of government business (a 

process sometimes captured by the phrase ‘street level organisations’). Hjern and Porter (1981) 

argue that this lack of central control is exacerbated when central government departments 

pursue programmes with competing aims, and when policies are implemented by multiple 

organizations through ‘implementation structures’. Although national governments create 

overarching frameworks of regulations and resources, and while there may be ‘administrative 

imperatives’ behind the legislation authorizing a programme, the day-to-day shaping of policy 

takes place at local levels.  

The theme of emergence has also been a key feature of modern accounts of governance. They 

examine how governments have sought to respond to limited central control, particularly 

during the peak of New Public Management (NPM) when they sought order through 

hierarchical management structures and performance management targets for public bodies 

(Geyer, 2012). They also note that central governments have exacerbated their limited control 

by introducing a wide range of new public service delivery functions which rely on public 

bodies and organisations in the third and private sectors for their success (Rhodes, 1997; Bevir 

and Rhodes, 2003: 6; Kooiman, 1993). 

Overall, these insights help us make sense of a ‘window of opportunity’ for prevention (Chapter 

2) that takes place within a complex system.  They prompt us to consider three questions in 

particular. First, does policymaker attention to a new idea, like prevention, have a knock-on 

effect in the system, or does attention wane before policy has a significant effect? Second, does 

the adoption of prevention policy represent a new source of instability in the system – a critical 

juncture – or just another ‘layer’ of rules with existing institutions? Third, does new central 

government policy have an effect on the rules and behaviour of the public, third and private 

sector bodies responsible for policy delivery? Overall, instead of assuming that a window of 

opportunity necessarily leads to the delivery of major changes to policy and policymaking, we 

should examine empirically the long term impact of initial choices. 

Complexity theory versus the ‘Westminster model’ 

Complexity theory has particular resonance in the UK, in which the ‘Westminster model’ is a 

key reference point, to describe the ways in which elements of the political system help 

concentrate power within its centre. The following components of the UK Westminster system 



contribute to this image: the reliance on representative democracy and a plurality electoral 

system, which has tended to produce single party majorities (with notable exceptions); a strong 

‘whip’ to allow that party to control Parliament; the power of the prime minister to control 

cabinet and ministers; a party-politically-neutral and hierarchical civil service making 

decisions on the anticipation of ministerial wishes; and, the absence of a clear separation of 

powers between executive, legislative, and judicial branches (Richards and Smith, 2002: 3; 

Marsh et al, 2001; Rhodes, 1997; Bevir and Rhodes, 1999; Gains and Stoker, 2009). 

Most policy theories, and complexity theory in particular, suggest that we reject this image of 

the UK policy process. Empirically, almost all scholars use the model as an ideal type to 

describe what does not happen, and to highlight the lack of central control (Richards and Smith, 

2002: 3; Duggett, 2009; Rhodes, 1997; Bache and Flinders, 2004; Marsh, 2008; Kerr and 

Kettell, 2006: 11). Therefore, like the policy cycle, the Westminster Model is best understood 

as an ideal-type to compare with a more complex reality, 

However, the Westminster model is still central to UK political discourse. Policymakers still 

us it to organise their activities and explain or seek to legitimise government decisions, and 

commentators still rely on it assess ministerial performance (Duggett, 2009; Flinders, 2010).  

Moreover, the phrase ‘British Political Tradition’ sums up an often-vague sense that UK 

governments should centralise power, to allow them to ‘take strong, decisive, necessary action, 

even when opposed by a majority of the population’ (Blunkett and Richards, 2011: 179). Both 

phrases can be articulated in simple terms by political parties making bold claims while 

competing for office, and by policymakers justifying a ‘government knows best’ policy style 

(Diamond and Richards, 2012). In this sense, the model presents a simple and easily 

communicated normative message about democratic accountability: power is concentrated in 

the executive, or in the hands of UK government ministers, who are accountable to the public 

through Parliament. Power and responsibility go hand in hand since, if you know who is in 

charge, you know who to reward or punish in the next election.  

Complexity theory: be pragmatic and accept your limitations  

In contrast, complexity scholars identify the lack of central government control and recommend 

pragmatic government based on a sense of realism regarding what policymakers cannot achieve 

(Teisman and Klijn, 2008: 288; Blackman, 2001; Cairney, 2012b: 349; Kernick, 2006; 

Sanderson, 2006; 2009). Complex systems are unpredictable, appear to have ‘self-organising 

capacities’ making them difficult to control, and there is no clear link between government 

action and systemic outcomes (Teisman and Klijn, 2008: 288-9; Bovaird, 2008: 320; Mitleton-

Kelly, 2003: 41. A policy that was successful in one context may not have the same effect in 

another. If the environment in which policymakers operate is unstable and can change rapidly, 

policymakers need to be in the position to adapt quickly and not rely on a single policy strategy 

(Teisman and Klijn, 2008: 289; Mitleton-Kelly, 2003: 35–6).  

Complexity theory suggests that if policymakers deny their reliance on other actors to help 

them understand and adapt to their policymaking environment, they are doomed to make the 

same mistakes as their predecessors. Instead, central government policymakers should embrace 

interdependence, to pursue more pragmatic solutions based on increasing the freedom of local 



actors to learn and adapt to environmental signals, such as the responses they get from service 

users (Cairney, 2012b: 353-4; Geyer and Rihani, 2010: 7; 32–4; Sanderson, 2009: 708; Haynes, 

2008: 326; compare with Le Grand, 2003). To address the ever-presence of uncertainty, they 

should make greater use of ‘“trial and error” policy making’ and learn from pilot projects 

(Sanderson, 2009: 707; 2006: 118). To address the inevitable gap between policymakers’ aims 

and policy outcomes, they should reframe the idea of ‘failure to meet targets’ (Little, 2012: 

16), to design flexible performance measures that do not simply blame delivery bodies for 

outcomes out of their control (Geyer, 2012: 32). The maintenance of strict and short term 

targets supports a misleading sense of central control. In contrast, pragmatism suggests ‘letting 

go’, to set long term and less specific targets regarding indicators such as population wellbeing, 

and to share responsibility for policy outcomes with public and non-governmental bodies.     

Governments do not always take this advice 

Governments need to let go, and share power with many actors, to reflect their limited control. 

Some government activity is consistent with this complexity-inspired advice. The UK 

Government has, until recently, shared power with the European Union, and it devolved many 

responsibilities to governments in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland in 1999 (Flinders, 

2010). Further, recent UK government commitments to prevention policymaking seem 

consistent with the idea of letting go (chapter 1). Yet, governments also need to hold on, to live 

up to an electoral imperative, and respond to parliamentary scrutiny by telling a story of their 

success. Or, they might simply believe that they could control policy if they tried to reassert 

central control (Hay, 2009; Matthews, 2016).  

Therefore, the history of government reform has been to juggle two contradictory aims: to 

produce the appearance of central control while accepting the centre’s limits. Policymakers 

have adapted to this contradiction in three different ways. First, governments try to construct 

an image of governing competence by making ‘hard choices’ and dominating the legislative 

process without expecting long-term results (McConnell, 2010).  

Second, they seek to modify the way that the public holds them to account by shifting the 

balance between the state and the market, through privatization and the delegation of service 

delivery (Hood, 1995: 94; Common, 1998: 442; James, 2001; Ramia and Carney, 2010; Lodge 

and Gill, 2011; Goldfinch and Wallis, 2010). For example, one aspect of civil service reform 

was to make civil servants or public bodies more responsible and accountable for the delivery 

of public policy. Agencies were separated from, but reported to, government departments; led 

by chief executives, responsible for policy outcomes and the agency’s ‘value for money’, and 

subject to the kinds of reward/ punishment systems found in the private sector (O’Toole and 

Jordan, 1995: 4; Massey, 2001: 21). Further, in health and education, the delegation of authority 

to hospitals and schools, coupled with the introduction of league tables and quasi-markets, gave 

the impression that individual public bodies were responsible for their own success (Day and 

Klein, 2000: 238-40; Greer and Jarman, 2008).   

Third, ministers may be genuinely frustrated with their lack of power, and seek to reform 

government to reassert it. They might, for example: form quangos to bypass the role of local 

authorities (as in further education, urban development, training and enterprise and aspects of 



policing - Greenwood et al, 2001: 157; Stoker, 2004: 32); oblige local authorities to ‘contract 

out’ the delivery of public services to other bodies; or, construct regulatory and performance 

management regimes designed to control public bodies from the centre (Hood, 2007a).  

As such, there is no clear history of coherent governance reforms to inform the philosophy of 

prevention policymaking described in chapter 1. During the Conservative era, from 1979-97, 

there was no ‘grand theme’ to redraw the boundaries of the state and reform the way in which 

we hold public bodies and government to account (Hogwood, 1997: 715). Rather, these reforms 

comprised disparate policies driven by events and varying motivations, from the desire to: 

introduce NPM to encourage decentralised institutional accountability and reinforce central 

control; prompt public bodies to become more efficient or more responsive to the users of their 

services; raise revenue or reduce borrowing; and, challenge totemic public bodies such as local 

authorities or trades unions. The Labour Government from 1997 mostly reinforced this mixed 

approach and pursued a combination of policymaking designed to reassert central control and 

enhance the ‘local autonomy’ of delivery bodies, with no coherent sense of the links between 

those aims (Richards and Smith, 2006: 187). Indeed, there is limited evidence to suggest that 

management-driven reforms in the last three decades produced government that ‘worked better 

and cost less’ (Hood and Dixon, 2015), rather than simply exacerbated limited central control 

(Richards and Smith, 2006: 187; 2004).  

During this period, new forms of accountability developed to some extent, such as when chief 

executives of government agencies took responsibility for operational decisions, allowing 

ministers to reject the historic idea that they should resign whenever anything went wrong in 

their departments (Judge et al, 1997: 97). Still, the lines of government accountability are often 

unclear, such as when: Parliament is unable to directly scrutinise the work of government 

agencies (Gains and Stoker, 2009: 9); governments rely on private or third sector bodies for 

the success of policy delivery; or the ‘quango state’ (Flinders and Skelcher, 2012) becomes so 

convoluted that governments are prompted periodically to reform the public sector to re-inject 

clarity (Richards and Smith, 2004; Cairney, 2009: 359). The accountability landscape remains 

unclear when ministers devolve decisions to public bodies, with their own means to 

demonstrate institutional accountability, and intervene, in an ad hoc way, to deal with 

institutional crises (Gains and Stoker, 2009: 11).  

This mix of outcomes prompted academic debate about the extent to which the UK state was 

‘hollowing out’ or ‘rejuvenated’: becoming increasingly unable to influence policy outcomes 

without the aid of a range of other bodies (Rhodes, 1994; 1997; Bevir and Rhodes, 2003: 6), 

or better able to return to core competencies after shuffling off peripheral functions of the state, 

with ‘the centre making strategic decisions and creating accountability mechanisms to ensure 

that these are carried out by others’ (Cairney, 2012a: 160; Hogwood, 1997; Holliday, 2000; 

Marinetto; 2003; Marsh, Richards and Smith, 2003: 308; Richards and Smith, 2006: 182).  

To some extent, this debate could also be found within government, with Labour governments 

unsure about whether to recognise their limitations and foster policymaking through networks 

with public bodies and interest groups (the initial strategy from 1997), or try to reassert central 

control through targets and performance management mechanisms coordinated by the Treasury 



(from 2001) (Richards and Smith, 2004: 106). Similarly, the post-2010 Conservative led 

governments seemed committed to localism and centralism (Matthews, 2016). 

Prevention policymaking revisited: localism and centralism 

This discussion of contradictory policymaking aims provides crucial context for the study of 

contemporary prevention policymaking. Although governments appear committed to 

decentralising policymaking in relation to prevention (chapter 1), they also seek ways to 

centralise policymaking to meet their more immediate party political and electoral needs. We 

should remain sceptical that these new policymaking reforms represent a self-contained 

coherent strategy rather than part of a wider contradictory approach. 

We can see, in the current UK and Scottish governments, a clear story about sharing 

responsibility for policy outcomes with the public sector, with the potential to encourage new 

forms of policymaking and accountability. Chapter 1 suggests that pragmatism appears to be 

a key part of preventive policymaking in the UK and Scotland. Both governments have 

combined a focus on: (a) setting a broad policy aim; and, (b) fostering a governance structure 

in which it relies on, and shares policymaking responsibility with, a large number of 

organisations in the public, third and private sectors. These practices seem to represent a 

rejection of NPM in favour of approaches connected somewhat to ‘public value’ (O'Flynn, 

2007) or ‘new public governance’ (Osborne, 2006; 2010) approaches, to incorporate less 

hierarchical and more ‘co-produced’ policy between policymakers, citizens, and stakeholders 

(Alford and O'Flynn, 2009; Dickinson and Sullivan, 2014; Durose et al, 2015; Durose and 

Richardson, 2015; Sicilia, 2016; Newig and Koontz, 2014; Housden, 2014).  

In theory, if a government adopts such a pragmatic strategy so openly, it expresses a strong 

commitment to prevention policies but also accepts uncertainty regarding the extent to which 

they will be carried out, and what the outcomes might be. Yet, in reality, we should not 

exaggerate the extent to which these developments represent coherent and pragmatic governing 

strategies. Nor should we think that they are based on complexity theory. Rather, we can also 

see a tendency to centralise decisions to reflect party competition and traditional modes of 

democratic accountability within Westminster systems. One approach may represent a set of 

vague policymaking ambitions, while another is a party political necessity. ‘Localism’ and the 

new forms of governance discussed in chapter 1 operate in tandem with more traditional modes 

of government.  Further, the use of short term targets and central government responses to 

perceived crises of acute service demand can routinely undermine long term aims associated 

with prevention. 

Overall, there are separate and contradictory policymaking drivers, and new forms of 

governance often represent a government response to the unintended consequences of previous 

government reforms. Such policies solve one problem, regarding how to share policymaking 

responsibility, but create another, regarding how to demonstrate the accountability of 

governments and their partners to the public.   Pragmatism competes with the view of elected 

ministers that, since they are directly accountable to Parliament and the public for government 

policy and its effects, they should use the ‘levers’ of government to maintain their control. The 

result is an uneasy compromise between different performance management systems with short 



and long term aims, attempts to assert central control and diffuse responsibility, and the defence 

of democratic and new forms of accountability.  

Conclusion: a new idea meets the old way of doing things 

Our focus on multiple streams, complexity, and social construction suggests that prevention 

policy develops in a series of steps. First, there is a ‘window of opportunity’ to adopt a vague 

solution – prevention - to address a very broad and often ill-defined policy problem, such as 

reducing inequalities, ‘service demand’ and the cost of acute public services, and/or finding 

new ways to make policy and deliver public services. Second, policymakers face a highly 

complicated and unpredictable world, in which it is not obvious how they should make sense 

of prevention policy or how they should engage with a complex policymaking system to turn 

their aims into long-term policy outcomes. Indeed, their task involves the management of a 

huge number of issues across many departments, and changing the rules of government 

departments, public bodies and delivery partnerships. Yet, ministers can only pay attention to 

a small proportion of that activity. Moreover, they inherit the commitments of their 

predecessors, reproduce many of the rules that already exist in organisations, and rely on a 

large number of actors, in the public, third, and private sectors, to help deliver their policies – 

many of which have their own ideas about how to make sense of prevention.  

In multi-centric policymaking systems, the idea of one policy produced by the centre and 

carried out by delivery bodies is unrealistic. Rather, many policymaking centres produce and 

deliver many policies. Although they seek ways to produce rules to coordinate policy and 

policymaking, there is also a sense of ‘spontaneous order’ in which no single centre controls 

the rules or outcomes (Aligica and Tarko, 2012: 237; 254; Heikkila et al, 2011: 123). 

Consequently, a window of opportunity for prevention policy becomes a prompt for numerous 

policies, as policymaking rules proliferate across government and many policymakers across 

government make quick and emotional judgements about target populations. To understand 

what happens next, we need to examine in depth, and compare, several case studies of 

prevention policy. In each case, this requires us to identify which actors are involved, their 

ways of thinking, the rules they follow, the networks in which they participate, the 

socioeconomic context in which they operate, and their use of knowledge to underpin 

decisions. 

Although we focus primarily on the empirical study of prevention policy, the implications of 

complexity and localism are difficult to separate from normative discussions of responsibility 

and accountability. The Westminster model is a poor description of UK policymaking, but 

remains the most important language for politicians seeking to describe their actions. The result 

is policymaker inconsistency, in which they juggle two different ways to make policy. On the 

one hand, central governments have set strategic objectives but shared responsibility for 

outcomes with a large number of bodies in and out of government. The clear lines of democratic 

accountability, associated with the ideal-type Westminster model, make way for new forms of 

institutional, delegated, community, and service-user forms of accountability for outcomes that 

occur long after governments have left office. The importance of central ‘governing 



competence’ also diminishes, since it is linked strongly to the idea that ministers centralize 

power to manage the performance of government bodies.  

On the other hand, central government policymakers know that they will be punished in 

elections if they give up on the idea of central control. So, they also seek ways to present 

themselves as in charge of policymaking (Hay, 2009). ‘Social construction’ is one of those 

ways (chapter 2). The process in which competing political parties articulate their values in 

relation to social groups – such as during election campaigns – sets them apart from each other 

in way that a focus on broad governance principles do not. Consequently, in each case study, 

we must examine the links between policy theory, empirical outcomes, their normative 

implications, and the ways in which policymakers make those connections. 


